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Most helpful customer reviews 28 of 28 people found the following review helpful. Awesome album, not quite there remastering, too sterile and lacking life By Brian H. Williams As a die hard Sinatra collector, I will limit my review ONLY to the quality of the remastering. So if you are not a Sinatra collector, you can safely skip my review. My fellow Sinatraphiles, Mark Blackburn and Ted Pastuszak, I expect comments from both of you after you read this. As a long time collector, this album has always been a bone of contention in terms of sound quality. The LP's always sounded brittle, muffled with weak stereo seperation. The first cd incarnation had the same sonic deficiencies and as well as the edition on the Complete Reprise Box Set. In fact, under critical listening, you can hear some signal dropouts for "In The Still Of The Night" on these old editions. So comes the 20 bit issue in 1998. Much improved over the old one. Frank's voice is more upfront, more bass response, but there is a lack of brightness and 'bite' to the orchestra. I also own a rare mono LP copy. Granted that it's mono, there is not much sense of orchestral space, but Frank's voice is nice and natural with pleasant studio reverberation that good studio recordings should have. But this is not an accurate comparison since it's not a stereo issue. I'm also forunate to own the RARE original open reel tape copy, with the original cover, which was produced when this album was first released. It is here that I will make the sound comparison. If you own the original cd issues, or the previously issued LP's from the past, this CD is a HUGE improvement in sound. But what has plagued this album since it's cd issue is that the channels are reversed from any of the original LP and tape issues. From it's first issue on CD, the brass is on the left and saxes on the right. But on open reel tape and the original LP issues, the brass is on the right with saxes on the left. This new issue follows with keeping the brass on the left. I can't help but feel that this is still wrong since for decades, it has never been issued this way until the 1990's. But this is an easy fix since you can switch the channels on your amplifier. The Concord series of remastering of the Sinatra catalog has been somewhat hit and miss. Some sound great, but some



sound overly remastered, and others have reversed channels. But their biggest issue among Sinatra collectors is the reduced sound stage. On this issue, this doesn't seem to be as bad, but they did reduce the sound stage again, but not to the degree that was done with the Jobim reissue. You will not notice this until you do a critical A-B comparison with an original issue. But the biggest issue I have is the deadening of Sinatra's voice. For decades, Sinatra has always prefered that nice, natural studio reverberation to his voice. To prove my point, simply listen to the Music Direct reissue of Sinatra and Strings. You will be astonished at the amount of compression the cd has. On the Music Direct issue, Frank's voice is full, upfront and basking in glorious, natural, concert hall type of reverberation that engulfs the listener with his voice. With this issue of Ring a Ding Ding, they engineers have removed ALL the natural studio sound to the point of making it sterile. The brass no longer has that nice decay as they fade away from those last notes. This is especially noticeable at the end of "In The Still Of The Night". When I first played the cd, I noticed immediately the deadening of the sound. Where was the life? Where was the wide stereo seperation? Alas, they have have reduced it and removed the reverberation from Frank's voice. The biggest problem comes with "Let's Fall In Love". All the cd issues have suffered from the print through problem from the source tape they used. This can be heard when Frank and the band rest and you can hear the faded echo of "Lets!" right before he comes in. This was a result of the tape sticking together over the years. This has been cleaned up, but also ALL the reverberation has been removed as well. Granted the old CD issue had inferior sound so I agree that this needed to be cleaned up. But they cleaned it up so much, they did the unprecedented move of actually cutting the signal during the rest and then brining back the signal when Frank enters again. This is tantamount to turning off his microphone and turning it on again! Why would they do this? On the original open reel tape, when Frank comes to the rest, his voice still has the nice reverberation and decay, giving you that concert hall sound. Here, there is nothing. But I think the majority of the people who buy this will not have any original copies of this material to do a comparison with. But I feel that the engineers are not being fully faithful to the way the master tape sounds. For decades, the master tapes were missing. Henceforth the poor quality sound. When you compare this new one with the 20 bit issue, it's interesting to hear the differences. The 20 bit has a broader sound stage and Frank's voice still retains the reverberation that made it sound natural. It no longer has the excessive reverb from the original cd's or later LP pressings and is much more natural. If I had to choose between the two, I'd go with the 20 bit issue. But for me, the best sound is without question on the original open reel tape issue from 1961. If you have to have this with the best sound reproduction, search ebay for a copy if you can. And if you're lucky enough to find one, you'll hear what I'm talking about. 8 of 8 people found the following review helpful. This latest (June 2011) incarnation sounds WONDERFUL! By Mark Blackburn SiriuslySinatra satellite radio ("Good Music has a Home") just today introduced some of us diehard Sinatra fans (I have more than 70 of his CDs) to the only track on this album we'd not heard before: Frank's abortive attempt at "HAVE YOU MET MISS JONES?" Just as an immediate aside if I may, and speaking as a life-long worshipper of Richard Rodgers' music, I would say "Miss Jones" is the weakest 'famous' melody written by my favorite melodist -mated as it is `after-the-fact' to Larry Hart's least appealing, most plodding lyric. [The song is from a deservedly long-forgotten (1937) Broadway show no one ever heard of, called "I'd Rather Be Right." (See - you never heard of it, either right?)] So. On the evening of December 19, 1960 for the very first album of his then-brand-new "Reprise"



record label Sinatra attempted then discarded this `weak sister,' from Rodgers & Hart after not getting much past the lame opening verse: It happened - I felt it happen I was awake - I wasn't blind. I didn't think - I felt it happen Now I believe in matter over mind And now you see we mustn't wait The nearest moment that we marry is too late!" [refrain] "Have you met Miss Jones?" someone said, as we shook hands. She was just Miss Jones to me Then I said, "Miss Jones, you're a girl who understands, I'm a man who must be free . . . Now I've met Miss Jones, and we'll keep on meeting till we die, Miss Jones and I. ---Singers stayed away in droves from this song -- no one famous was associated with it, until Sinatra made his first earnest attempt in the 1940s. And so, on a December night 20 years later, `The Voice' can't get beyond a couple of 'dry' run-throughs of the opening verse. Seemingly alone among the musicians present, Sinatra had spotted something wrong in the harmonies of the arrangement by Johnny Mandel (still today the `dean' of living arrangers, now in his 86th year). Seems Mandel's arrangement -- with its lovely, modern string harmonies -- took liberties with the original melody (as Frank recalled singing it, to a Sy Oliver arrangement with the Tommy Dorsey band). The resulting `session patter' (heard here for the first time in 50 years) makes for fascinating listening, not least for what it tells us about Sinatra's innate and superior musicality! [Just as an aside, has something like this ever happened to you? You're in church and attempting to harmonize with the familiar melody of an old hymn, and suddenly you realize you're `out-of-tune' - but only because the pianist or organist is playing the most rudimentary (original) chords, or the simplest `lead sheet' variations. But your attempts to harmonize are thwarted! You must stick to the original tune and the simplest possible harmony or risk sounding discordant! Something very similar is at work here.] We hear Sinatra interrupt the first run-through, with a question to either the arranger or Sinatra's regular concertmaster, Felix Slatkin: "Have you got the right arrangement?" He gently advises the musicians to take another look at the sheet music, which doesn't match the original melody: "That's what it sounds like to me. Felix? The A-flats in bar 56 . . . you should set the two (consecutive, correct melodic notes) up, right away, in bar 15." "Okay," says a voice from the control room (after laughter and tuning-up noises from musicians, oblivious to what Frank has just said). "109 -- take one." After reaching the words, "nearest moment that we marry is too late," Frank interrupts again: "Wait! Hold it. You got some wrong notes in there. Or give me some notes to match the strings . . . in bar 13 - or 12, rather, -- take it four beats, slowly" (the orchestra plays the passage in `slowmotion' as the singer patiently demonstrates exactly what's wrong. Johnny Mandel (or whoever is



at the piano) slows it right down to single notes, and sings what HE thinks Sinatra should be singing - but then, unconvincingly, gets lost himself. Before Sinatra says pleasantly, "I don't care!" (and to the sound of sheet music being set aside:) "I don't think we should do that! [Next! Let's do] "I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm." Oh yes, and did I say the 2011 re-mastering, with its 'drier' (less reverberant) sound is simply splendid! Worth purchasing for that reason alone -- so much more beautiful than previous editions: Kudos to the studio engineers and the Sinatra family for making this happen. [Any chance of a new (and dry) "SINATRA & STRINGS" (my other favorite Reprise album) as the next project?] Mark Blackburn Winnipeg Manitoba Canada 2 of 2 people found the following review helpful. Timeless songs, and a wonderful presentation! By ZTT Fan As an owner of several compilations including The Complete Reprise Recordings, the last thing I needed was yet ANOTHER copy of these songs, but I was curious to see what the latest remaster did for these songs, and I've got to say, it was completely worth it. I readily admit it - "The Coffee Song" is one of my favorites, and I'm still amazed neither Starbucks nor Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf has licensed it and put it on a CD of their own or used it in their advertising. The balance of the tracks on this disc are also spectacular - I've always liked the Reprise versions of these songs compared to the older Capitol recordings. But what makes this worth a purchase on its own is the previously unreleased track of "Have You Met Miss Jones" - where you get to hear Frank and the orchestra in action during recording of the song. It's a little window into Frank's world and a time when the singer and orchestra were actually in the same room at the same time rather than recorded individually and mixed together later. Thanks, Nancy, Tina and Frank Jr. for making this available to the world - why can I see myself ending up with new copies of Frank's entire catalog if future remasters are as wonderful? (Though I readily admit that I've purchased more than a few on audiophile LP pressings - which IMHO still sound better than CDs if played back on high quality equipment.) See all 18 customer reviews...
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